
2022 Waredaca Classic Three Day PHASE C- Beginner Novice (ID: 32032) -
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1C

Once through the

Finish B/Start C head

left up the hill toward

the finish of phase A to

find 1C along the fence

line.

2C

From 1A continue along

the fence line

eventually going down

the hill to the corner of

the field where you will

find 2C.

3C

As you go through 2C

you will turn right and

head towards the

creek. Be aware of

muddy footing in this

area. 3C will be just at

the creek crossing

taking you onto the

path to cut through the

woods.

4C

After you cross the

creek at 3C bear right a

little to follow short

path in woods. When

you come out of the

woods turn left to

follow the edge of the

field to the corner of

the field where you will

enter the woods again

and find 4C.

5C

After 4C turn right to

follow the marked path

through the woods.

There will be arrows to

help guide you through

the woods to 5C as you

emerge back into the

field.

6C

After 5C continue

straight along the

fence line (there is a

bank jump off to your

right) until you come to

the small gate that

let's you out of the field

and turn left for a short

trip on the driveway.

Look for signs to point

you back into the

woods on your left.

Follow the marked path

through to woods and

ultimately back

through a marked gate

opening. 6C will be

directly ahead of you

as you go through the

gate.

7C

From 6C follow the

edge of the field (going

clockwise) all the way

back past the small

bank jump that you will

pass on your right.

Continue straight

ahead to find 7C.

8C

Immediately after

going through 7C turn

right toward the fence

line corner to

ultimately go left

through the open gate

and up the hill to find

8C.

9C

From 8C continue along

the fence line to head

down the hill. At the

bottom the hill bear

right to head up hill

toward 9C and the

brewery. Then straight

on to the finish.

Distance: 3300 m

Speed: 220 m/min

Optimum Time: 15:00

Time Limit: 18:00

Minute Markers included on

the map
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